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Security of our belongings is an important aspect of life. We lock our doors at home or at
the office to protect our personal/business belongings when we are not around. Most
people never leave their keys in the ignition with the automobile running in fears that the
automobile may end up in someone else’s hands. However, there are times that we may
allow someone to check in on those belongings or in some cases give individuals
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With the advent of networking and in particular the Internet securing our computer
systems has become more complex then just locking our doors. Many individuals on a
LAN leave their systems on 24/7. Individuals who have home systems may also leave
their systems on 24/7 and these home systems are often connected to the Internet via
broadband connections.
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This paper will discuss the aspects related to securing Windows 2000 computers at the
file and folder level.
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What are Permissions?
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In Windows 2000 permissions are assigned to objects. Object examples include folders,
files, virtual directories (IIS) and printers. These permissions can only be assigned if the
NTFS file system is used. Permissions are not to be confused with rights. Microsoft
distinguishes permissions and rights by:
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“User rights are different from permissions because user rights apply to user accounts,
and permissions are attached to objects (such as printers or folders).” (2002 Microsoft
Corporation)
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Basic File and Folder Permissions:
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There is no built in file and folder permissions if the FAT or FAT32 file system is
selected during a Windows 2000 installation. This also means that file and folder
permissions do not exist in the Windows 9x family.
There are six basic types of Windows 2000 permissions for NTFS folder permissions.
NTFS file permissions are similar to folder permissions with the exception of the
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•

Full Control – Full control of files and folders.
Modify – Make changes in files and folders.
Read & Execute – Read documents and execute programs.
List Folder Contents – View folders and files
Read – Can display files and folders. Can also view folder attributes,
ownership and permissions.
Write - Can create new files and folders and make changes to those files and
folders.
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A company’s organizational chart could be one source to use when planning permissions
on Windows
2000
machines.
Personal
(access
by one
team
member
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computer admin) and public (access to all team members) objects could be created for
each team member. The simplest approach would be to assign team leaders full control
of the object and team members the Read or Read and Write permissions. However, one
must remember that if full control is assigned to an object the individual with full control
than has the power to re-assign permissions.
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For large organizations it could become quite a burden to assign individual user
permissions to objects. In these cases security groups should be established and
permissions assigned via these groups. If a user belongs to a group and the user and the
group have permissions to the same object the permissions are additive or “least
restrictive”.
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Example
1. Settings
a. User1 has read permission to object1
b. User2 has read and write permissions to object1
c. User1 belongs to Group1 and Group1 has full permissions to object1
2. Results
a. User1 has full permissions to object1
b. User2 has read and write permission to object1
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Advanced Permissions:
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The six basic rights can be tweaked with more advanced
permissions. Table 1 lists the advanced permissions that
are associated with each of the basic permissions. The
“Black Hole” list of permissions was described by
http://www.uwec.edu/Help/Win00/permissn/types.htm as
a set of permissions that could be used in a high secure
situation.
In the=“Black
Hole”2F94
situation
canDE3D
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Table 1: Advanced File and Folder permissions (taken from
http://www.atlguide2000.com/eng/win2k/ntfs1.htm and Finder, Kathy
http://www.uwec.edu/Help/Win00/permissn/types.htm )
List
Read &
Black*
Full Modify
Folder Read Write
Execute
Hole
Contents
X

X

X

X

X
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Traverse Folder / Execute
File

List Folder / Read Data
X
X
X
X
X
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Read Attributes
X
X
X
X
X

Create Folders / Append
Data

X

X

Write Attributes

X

X

Write Extended Attributes

X

X

Delete Subfolders and Files

X

Delete

X

Read Permissions

X

Change Permissions

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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not one of the basic permission settings.
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Create Files / Write Data
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Read Extended Attributes

X
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Examples of further tweaking could be to remove the delete permission under modify so
users could not delete files. The modify model could also be opened up even further by
allowing users to take ownership of files but not change permissions or delete files or
subfolders.
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There may be cases in which one may desire that some file level permissions within a
folder be set differently than the folder. An example could be where an administrator
does not want users to have write access to a script he has written. However, the script
writes to a text file in the same directory in which the users must have write access to the
text file. If permissions are assigned to files within a folder those permissions for that file
would over-ride the folder level permissions.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
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File and folder permissions within the access control list (ACL) can be viewed or
modified by right clicking on the file or folder, selecting properties and then selecting the
security tab. At this point user permissions can be added, modified or deleted.
Permissions to files can also be viewed or modified via the command line (calcs.exe)
The syntax for cacls.exe can be viewed by typing cacls /?.
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Inheritance:
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Inheritance is a means by which permissions flow down the directory structure.
Permissions that are set in the parent directory flow to the folders and files within
subfolders of that parent directory. However, there may be cases where one does not
want to allow inheritance to occur. In NT4, inheritance was mandatory. You needed to
set permissions on the parent directory and then change permissions on each subdirectory
if you wanted those permissions to be different then the parent. At a later time if you
wanted to change permissions on the parent directory all permissions on subdirectories
and files would be changed to the parent permissions. In Windows 2000 you can stop
inheritance from flowing to an object by removing the check on "Allow inheritable
permissions from parent to propagate to this object." Permissions on that object are then
independent of the parent. This feature could be beneficial if one has a directory
structure such that the parent directory contains a single administrator who has full
control of the entire directory tree and employees have various permissions on the subfolders. If at a later time a second administrator is granted access to the parent directory
all sub-folder permissions would need to be re-created unless the "Allow inheritable
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unchecked.
Of course,
way around this problem is to set permissions via groups rather than individuals and add
the new employee to the group.
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Permissions discussed up to now have been
those that are set on the local system. If an
individual needs access to files via a
network connection a share would need to
be established. Share permissions are set
via the share tab when you right click on a
folder and select properties.
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authenticates against a domain controller
there are several shares that are set up
automatically. These shares are called the
administrative shares and are hidden
(designated by a $ after the share name).
The administrative shares are accessible
only to those having administrator, backup
operator, or server operator rights to the
machine. If these default shares are removed they are re-created upon system re-boot.
However, the shares can be permanently removed with the Policy Editor (poledit) or via
the registry. Permissions cannot be changed for the administrative shares. One may wish
to remove these administrative shares in a very secure environment. For example, an
organization’s administrator does not wish to have anyone, including the computer
system’s administrator, to have access to his/her computer unless the organization’s
administrator is present.
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Permissions can be set for user created shares. Walthall (2001) indicated that users who
have administrator, power user, or server operator rights can create shares. New shares
can be created via either a GUI interface or via a command.
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The Net.exe Windows NTR/2000 program can be used for setting up shares. Sheppard
(2002) listed the commands on how to use the net.exe program. The user command for
setting shares is
“NET SHARE sharename=drive:path /REMARK:"remark text". The share can be
deleted by NET SHARE sharename /DELETE” without the quotes.
There are several ways to create a share via a GUI interface in Windows 2000. One way
is via the properties of the folder.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
1. Right click on the folder that you want to share
2. Select sharing
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Check the item “Share this folder”
Give the share a name
Type in a description if you would like
Set permissions
click OK
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
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Cerelli (2001) documented a second way to create a share via the program
SHRPUBW.EXE program. This is the same program that will run when using the
computer management snap-in in the Microsoft Management Console if you right click
shares and select new file share.
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1. Click= start
2. Click run
3. Type shrpubw.exe and click OK
4. Browse to or type in the folder you want to share
5. Give the folder and share name
6. Type in a description if you would like
7. Click next
8. Set permissions and click finish
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Permissions can be set for shared folders. The default value for permissions is to allow
everyone who has access to your computer full permission to the share. In most cases,
allowing everyone who has access to your system full permissions to a share would not
be recommended. Chien (2001) has indicated that these open network shares are one of
the ways that the Nimda worm has infected systems. The other vehicles of Nimda
infection include via Microsoft Outlook email package and via an Microsoft’s Web
Server, Internet Information Server. It is therefore recommended that systems be
monitored so that only those needing access to file shares have access.
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In a Windows 2000 server environment, if the OU administrator has granted rights to
create shares by establishing administrator, power user, or server administrator users, that
administrator must train the staff to create shares with only the permissions that are
needed. In addition, the OU administrator should monitor systems in their OU for open
shares via the active directory and users snapin to the Microsoft Management Console.
Once the snapin is loaded the administrator would.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Right click on the computer name
Select Manage
Expand Shared Folders
For each share
a. Right click the share
Key fingerprintb.= AF19
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SelectFA27
properties
c. Select share permissions
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d. Verify that only those users/groups needing access have access to that
share. If an open share is found the administrator would have the
rights to remove that share or tweak the permissions so that the share
is no longer open.
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Permissions at the share level, like the file and folder level, are additive. That is, if an
individual belongs to a group, and the individual and group both have share permissions,
the least restrictive permissions are in effect.
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Having permissions assigned both at the file and folder level and at the share level now
adds a dilemma in determining the effective permissions of the folder. Since sharing is a
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phenomenon,
has998D
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restrictive
permission
scenario (as opposed to the least restrictive when looking at groups and users assigned to
the same file or folder permission) between the network share permissions and the file
and folder share permissions.
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Example
1. Settings
a. User1 folder level permissions are add files, list files, read their own
documents, and edit their own documents (advanced folder
permissions set to Traverse folder / Execute file, List folder / Read
data, Read attributes, Read extended attributes, Read permissions).
b. User1 share level permissions on that folder are full permissions.
2. Effective permissions of User1 for that folder would be advanced folder
permissions set to Traverse folder / Execute file, List folder / Read data, Read
attributes, Read extended attributes, and Read permissions, the most
restrictive of the two permissions.
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Permissions in IIS may have an effect on the effective file and folder permissions that a
user has. IIS permissions are divided into Web permission levels and executable
permission levels. The IIS permissions are only for permissions to execute HTTP verbs.
IIS includes the following permissions:
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The Web permissions levels are
• Read-users can view files and file properties
• Write-users can change files and file properties
• Script Source Access-available only if read or write is checked
• Directory browsing
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
The executable permissions include
• None-no executables are allowed
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Scripts only-only scripts are allowed to run (e.g. asp and php)
Scripts and Executables
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IIS permissions can be set via a couple of routes. If IIS is installed on a Windows 2000
system, you can right click on any folder or partition select properties and see a Web
Sharing tab. If “share this folder” is selected a box will appear that has the permission
options that are listed above. Once that folder is WEB shared the folder becomes a
virtual directory in the IIS default WEB.
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The other method for selecting IIS permissions is within the Internet Services Manager.
With this method expand any WEB within the Internet Services Manager, right click on
Key
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virtual
directory to the WEB and assign permissions you would right click on the WEB, select
new and then select virtual directory. Follow the Wizard to set up the virtual directory.
The permissions are set during the Wizard setup procedures.
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As with file shares, the interaction between NTFS and IIS shares are that the most
restrictive permissions are utilized.
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Example A
1. Settings
a. User1 WEB permissions-Read and Write
b. User1 NTFS permissions-Read permissions
2. Results
a. WEB User1 cannot write to the file because NTFS does not allow the
write permission
b. File manager User1 cannot write to the file because NTFS does not allow
the write permission
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Example B
1. Settings
a. User1 WEB permissions-Read
b. User1 NTFS permissions-Read and Write
2. Results
a. WEB User1 cannot write to the WEB site because NTFS can understand
that the WEB user only has read permission and therefore the most
restrictive case takes over.
b. File manager User1 can paste to the directory via the file system because
IIS can only control access via HTTP requests.
Example C
Key1.fingerprint
Settings = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
a. User1 WEB permissions-Read, Write and Directory Browsing
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b. User1 NTFS permissions-Traverse Folder/Execute File; Read Attributes;
Create Files/Write Data; Create Folders/Append Data; Write Attributes;
Write Extended Attributes; Read Permissions
c. User1 Share permissions-Full control
2. Results
a. Web User1 can write a file to the WEB directory
b. Web User1 cannot edit anything on the WEB directory
c. Web User1 cannot browse the WEB site because NTFS rights are more
restrictive then IIS permissions
d. File manager User1 can write a file to the directory
e. File manager User1 cannot edit anything in the directory
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The use of encryption will have an effect upon the read permission of any file that has
encryption set. Windows 2000 offers users the ability to encrypt files and folders with
the encrypting file system (EFS). As with file and folder permissions the drive must be
formatted as an NTFS drive. Windows 2000 utilizes the DESX algorithm to encrypt
folders and files. The file is encrypted with a 128-bit random file encryption key. The
EFS then utilizes RSA and the user’s public key to encrypt the file encryption key which
is saved with the encrypted file.
Accessing the encryption system can be
accomplished either of two ways. The first
is via the properties of the file or folder.
The second method is via the cipher
command.
Once the file or folder is encrypted the
contents within that file or folder become
inaccessible to everyone except the owner
of the private and public keys or to those
who have been granted as recovery agents.
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Therefore an individual who has read access to a folder that does not have access to the
public and private keys cannot read the contents of files that have been encrypted.
However, they can still delete the encrypted file if they have been given the delete
permission to the file or folder.
Figueroa (2001), has indicated that some virus protection programs will have difficulty
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virus
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public and private keys. Therefore, it would be recommended to scan any file for viruses
before it is encrypted and to exclude encrypted folders from a full virus scan.
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Determining effective
permissions can be a tedious
process. This would be
especially true for persons new
to Windows 2000 or when
there is turnover within the
computer management of an
organization. Good records of
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5
A169accomplished
4E46
what06E4
has been
in
a Windows 2000 environment
are essential in the organization
of these permissions.
However, sometimes records
are not kept or records are
inaccurate. Apparently,
Microsoft has realized that
effective permissions are
difficult to determine and have given users the ability to see these effective permissions
in a GUI interface with the Windows XP Professional installed into a domain
environment. This GUI interface of effective permissions does not, however, negate the
importance of determining how these permissions were established. Were the
permissions established via folder and file permissions, via shared permissions, via IIS or
via some combination of permissions? If permissions indicate one type of access and the
user indicates that he/she has other types of access one may wonder what is going on.
Examples could include the use of encryption or password protection on a file (for
example a password protected Microsoft Outlook personal folder.
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Conclusion:
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I was once asked if it would be advisable to store credit card information and passwords
in a Microsoft Excel file on a Windows 95 system that was connected to the Internet via a
local area network without a firewall or any intrusion detection software. My response
was a shocked, definitely not. I recommended that if the user must store that information
on a computer hooked to the Internet, he should at least upgrade his system to Windows
2000 with all current patches and utilize the NTFS file system to add some file and folder
level security. Additionally, he may want to utilize the encryption file system to encrypt
the file that includes his valuable information. Finally, I recommended that this
individual may want to invest in some additional protection by purchasing a program that
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passwords.
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of these
programs
offer4E46
additional
encryption protection. The bottom line is that those who utilize computers in a
networked environment should be aware that security of their information is something
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that needs to be looked at. Never leave your door wide open to intrusion of unwanted
guests and it would be preferable to have multiple protection layers, including, but not
limited to permission settings in a NTFS volume, encryption, virus protection, intrusion
detection, and some form of perimeter defense.
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